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bios typically will be available in your computer's manufacturer's website and they are typically
delivered in the form of a.exe file. this is similar to an image file. when you double click on a.exe file to
open it, the computer's operating system will automatically start. the operating system can then check
to see if there is a new bios update and if there is, it will download and install the new bios update. bios

update codes are typically only released if there is a problem with the original firmware on your
motherboard. if your computer's wifi adapter stops working, then there is probably a problem with the
wifi adapter's firmware. the reason why this is the case is because wifi is a hardware feature. when the
wifi adapter stops working, then there is a problem with the firmware on the wifi adapter, and not the

operating system. bios is different than the operating system because it is a set of firmware that resides
on the motherboard and is separate from the operating system. this is like the firmware on your phone

that manages your phone's hardware. firmware manages hardware, and operating systems manage
software. an operating system can use the firmware on your phone to manage hardware, but not the

other way around. this bios is known to have issues with the lenovo v15 that was sold to retail and on-
line vendors, but the v15 is no longer being sold. the v15 bios should not be flashed to any lenovo model
that was sold before september 2017. if you are flashing a v15 bios, make sure your are using the latest

available bios. the screen will appear as if its turned off, and your laptop will stop booting. the boot
progress will still show up, but the laptop will not actually start. eventually the screen will light up and
the laptop will turn on, but the keyboard will be unresponsive. the keyboard problem will remain until

you flash the new bios.
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laptop is out of warranty, they didnt bother to inform me via email and the lenovo
software also kept silent. but a manual search turned showed the bios update and

it installed no problems. as to another chip that ms requires, all i have to add is
when will the governments of the world stop allowing the big five from having that
much sway over the hardware the lenovo g460 is an 11.6-inch 2-in-1 device that
offers a 15.6-inch display in tablet mode and a 10.1-inch screen when in laptop
mode. the base model of the g460 is equipped with a 5th-gen core i5 processor,
4gb of ram, and a 64gb ssd. you can get this notebook for as low as $649. the

device is available for purchase at best buy, where it carries a price tag of $599.99.
hello, i got bios version f54-rev.a which was available in the past. now, i am

thinking to upgrade to f54-rev.a. can it be successfully updated or i have to get a
new bios? please help me. thank you. firmware update (resume/boot with optional

intelsuite (efi) boot) lenovo thinkpad t510s bios update version f65-rev.a.a
(released on mar. 18, 2013) lenovo thinkpad t430s bios update version f59-rev.a
(released on feb. 26, 2013) lenovo thinkpad t410s bios update version f58-rev.a

(released on jan. 22, 2013) lenovo thinkpad t420s bios update version f58-rev. 22,
2013) lenovo thinkpad t450s bios update version f58-rev. 22, 2013) lenovo

thinkpad t460 bios update version f54-rev. 22, 2013) hi, i have a lenovo g460
(la-5751p) and i was wondering whether to update its bios to f54-rev.a. i know that

this bios was released on feb. 13, 2013. i read on the web that lenovo provides
firmware updates on its support page, . but i am wondering if the current version of

my bios is not the latest version (f54-rev.a). i am worried that i could not update
my bios to the latest one. do you know if the update is correct? thanks a lot.
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